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Relationship Between Mediation Confidentiality and Attorney Malpractice
and Other Misconduct: Public Comment
The Commission1 has received the following new communications relating to
its study of the relationship between mediation confidentiality and attorney
malpractice and other misconduct:
•
•
•
•
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These new communications and another new development are discussed briefly
below.
MATERIALS FROM ROBERT FLACK
Mediator Robert Flack has submitted a package of materials labeled “ADR
Community Has Already Responded Professionally and ProActively to the
Challenge Posed By the dicta in Cassel by Encouraging Pre-Mediation
Confidentiality Agreements.”2 The package includes the following articles
written by Caroline Vincent and republished with her permission:
•

Caroline Vincent, Enforcing Mediation Caucus Agreements After
Cassel: A Primer on the Admissibility and Enforceability of Agreements
Made in Caucus-Only Sessions, Especially Agreements You Make With
Your Own Clients, Advocate (Sept. 2012).3

1. Any California Law Revision Commission document referred to in this memorandum can
be obtained from the Commission. Recent materials can be downloaded from the Commission’s
website (www.clrc.ca.gov). Other materials can be obtained by contacting the Commission’s staff,
through the website or otherwise.
The Commission welcomes written comments at any time during its study process. Any
comments received will be a part of the public record and may be considered at a public meeting.
However, comments that are received less than five business days prior to a Commission
meeting may be presented without staff analysis.
2. Exhibit pp. 1-7.
3. Exhibit pp. 2-6.
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•

Caroline Vincent, 3 Reasons to Sign a Pre-Mediation Confidentiality
Agreement (Aug. 26, 2015).4
COMMENTS OF NANCY NEAL YEEND

Mediator Nancy Yeend says it is “apparent from MM16-58 that the
Commission has made progress regarding its consideration of attorney
malpractice committed while representing clients during mediation.”5 In her
view, “[t]wo indispensable items remain: mediator malpractice and the lack of
professional standards for mediators.”6
Ms. Yeend urges the Commission to address the issue of mediator
malpractice through “a simple recommendation to the legislature” that “every
mediator, court, or agency providing mediation services or recommending or
requiring mediation, shall provide to all potential mediation participants written
notice clearly stating that mediator malpractice or misconduct is protected.”7 She
explains:
By requiring clear and specific written notification, in advance
of the mediation, provides a simple protocol for mediators. If
individuals want to accept the fact that a mediator cannot be held
responsible or liable for his/her actions, then so be it. If on the
other hand future mediation participants have concerns, they can
then modify the confidentiality agreement in advance, rather than
later discovering that they entered into a process without full
disclosure of the implications of confidentiality and its ultimate
consequences.8
With regard to what Ms. Yeend calls “the very real problem of anyone being
able to declare, “I’m a mediator!,”9 she asks the Commission to “advocate that the
legislature adopt regulations for the mediation process and for those who hold
themselves out as mediators.”10 She points specifically to Florida’s mediator
regulation system as a possible model.11 In closing, she notes that the
Commission “has spent considerable time and energy on the topics of
confidentiality and mediation malpractice, and thus it would be extremely

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Exhibit p. 7.
Exhibit p. 8.
Id.
Id.
Id. (emphasis added).
Id. (emphasis in original).
Exhibit p. 9 (emphasis in original).
See id.
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unfortunate to have so much … effort only rectify half of the malpractice
problem.”12
In considering Ms. Yeend’s comments, the Commission should bear in mind
the limited scope of its current legislative assignment13 and the prohibition on
advocacy by Commissioners and staff in Government Code Section 8288.
UPDATE ON ONLINE PETITION
Currently, the online petition by Citizens Against Legalized Malpractice14 has
approximately 760 signatories. Bill Chan recently provided an updated list of the
signatories and their locations. Names on the updated list that are not included
in previous memoranda are shown at Exhibit pages 11-21.
A few supplemental comments from signatories are reproduced at Exhibit
page 10. Change.org recently revised its website and the staff just discovered that
more supplemental comments are now accessible online. We will compile these
and present them in a supplement to this memorandum.
UNPUBLISHED DECISION IN MILHOUSE
In addition to providing an updated list of signatories, Bill Chan sent the staff
a copy of the Ninth Circuit’s recent unpublished decision in Milhouse v. Travelers
Commercial Ins. Co. (No. 13-56959, filed Feb. 23, 2016). In that appeal, the plaintiffs
argued (among other things) that the district court erred when it admitted
mediation communications at trial. The Ninth Circuit rejected that argument
without considering its merits, because the plaintiffs failed to raise the issue at
trial.

12. Id.
13. As explained at page 3 of Memorandum 2016-59, “careful examination of the resolution
relating to this study and its legislative history ‘strongly suggests that the Legislature intended
for the Commission to study and provide a recommendation on the relationship between
mediation confidentiality and alleged attorney misconduct in a professional capacity in the
mediation process, including, but not limited to, legal malpractice.” (Italics & boldface in
quoted source —i.e., Memorandum 2015-34, which explains above conclusion and is reproduced
at Exhibit pp. 36-48 of Memorandum 2016-59 for convenient reference).
14. The online petition is available at https://www.change.org/p/the-california-law-revisioncommission-change-the-statutes-that-legalize-malpractice?response=b21b75d0be86&utm_
source=target&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=one_thousand. The text of the petition is
also reproduced in Memorandum 2015-46, Exhibit pp. 210-11.
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NEW MASSACHUSETTS CASE
Writer Samson Habte recently alerted the staff to a new Massachusetts case
involving mediation confidentiality issues: ZVI Construction Co., LLC v. Levy.15 In
that case, the plaintiff sued opposing counsel and his firm “claiming they had
engaged in misrepresentation and other wrongdoing in connection with a
mediated settlement” between plaintiff and its opponents.16 The trial court
dismissed the plaintiff’s claims and that result was affirmed on appeal.
In reaching that result, the appellate court did not rely on the Massachusetts
statute relating to mediation confidentiality,17 which applies only to
communications made in the presence of the mediator.18 Instead, the court relied
on a contractual confidentiality agreement between the mediating parties,
explaining that the parties were sophisticated and their agreement was not
subject to a fraud exception.19
Mr. Habte wrote a short article describing this case, entitled “Court Rejects
‘Fraud Exception’ to Mediation Confidentiality.”20 Due to copyright
considerations, we are not reproducing that article here.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Gaal
Chief Deputy Counsel

15. 90 Mass. App. Ct. 412 (2016).
16. Id. at 413.
17. Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 233, § 23C.
18. See ZVI, 90 Mass. App. Ct. at 420.
19. See id. at 420-22.
20. Samson Habte, Court Rejects “Fraud Exception” to Mediation Confidentiality, 32 Law. Man.
Prof. Conduct 631 (Bloomberg BNA Nov. 2, 2016).
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November 14, 2016
California Law Revision Commission
4000 Middlefield Road, Room D-1
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739
Re: Relationship Between Mediation Confidentiality and Attorney Malpractice (Study K-402)
Dear Commissioners:
It is apparent from MM16-58 that the Commission has made progress regarding its consideration of
attorney malpractice committed while representing clients during mediation. Two indispensable items
remain: mediator malpractice and the lack of professional standards for mediators. Not addressing
these critical components means that half the malpractice problem remains.
The issue of mediator malpractice can be addressed so easily: a simple recommendation to the
legislature requiring every mediator, court, or agency providing mediation services or recommending or
requiring mediation, shall provide to all potential mediation participants written notice clearly stating
that mediator malpractice or misconduct is protected. Again, without proper notice, there is the very
real and significant issue of informed consent.
Gregory Herring's November 2nd letter, MM16-50s2, outlines more examples of mediator abuse. His
letter vividly demonstrates the urgent need for requiring disclosure. He makes some very significant
points not only about mediator conduct, but also about the very real problem of anyone being able to
declare, "I'm a mediator!" This is not a new topic—addressing the issue is long over due.
When mediators are untrained, they are not only statistically more likely to unilaterally change their role
from a neutral and impartial process manager, but also to anoint themselves as the decision-maker.
Some even take on the role of advocate, while in extreme cases to one who coerces! The euphemistic
phrase "mediator's proposal" has developed, in an effort to legitimize the practice of some mediators, who
not only change their statutorily defined role as a neutral to judge and jury, but also the entire process.
Some so-called "mediations" are actually settlement conferences, arbitrations, neutral evaluations and in extreme
situations private judging. All are very different processes, and are based on different statutes and
presumptions. Without adding disclosure requirements, the exploitation of mediation participants will
continue. Having served as faculty at law schools in California, New Hampshire and Florida, and a
judicial college, this national perspective has convinced me that not addressing mediator competency
will have long term and extremely damaging consequences.
By requiring clear and specific written notification, in advance of the mediation, provides a simple protocol
for mediators. If individuals want to accept the fact that a mediator cannot be held responsible or liable
for his/her actions, then so be it. If on the other hand future mediation participants have concerns,
they can then modify the confidentiality agreement in advance, rather than later discovering that they
entered into a process without full disclosure of the implications of confidentiality and its ultimate
consequences.
Recently, some individuals have learned that for years the State Bar has not addressed this issue, and are
shocked. Others find it interesting that the Judicial Council has not required courts with mediation
Telephone  (650)  857-‐‑9197   ●   nancy@s v m e d i a t o r s . c o m   
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programs to provide or require mediators on their panels to make such disclosures. The essence of the
comments can be summed up with, "I thought the Bar and courts were protecting the public, not protecting those
who commit malpractice."
Without a requirement for disclosing that mediator malpractice is protected, and without training and
experience requirements for mediators in private practice or who are on court rosters, public
confidence in the mediation process and the courts will continue to erode. As the Commission is well
aware, nearly 30 years ago California established requirements for volunteer mediators. What is the rationale
for not creating minimum training and ethical standards for those who hold themselves out to be
"professional" mediators?
I encourage the Commission to recommend mandatory, written disclosure regarding the existing
confidentiality protection of mediator malpractice and misconduct, and to advocate that the legislature
adopt regulations for the mediation process and for those who hold themselves out as mediators.
A significant part of mediator malpractice is directly tied to qualifications. The Commission could save a
significant amount of time and energy by recommending Florida's mediator credentialing model. One
must not forget that it is a mandatory mediation state, so tens of thousands of cases are professionally
mediated every year. Its mediator qualifications and credentialing process includes stringent training,
hands-on mediation experience, and continuing education requirements. It also has a Code of Ethics for all
classifications of mediators: civil, family, appellate, dependency, etc. In addition, its program includes
decertifying those mediators who commit malpractice. Florida's Supreme Court also credentials all
mediation trainers. One should not miss the fact that Florida has over 6000 trained and Supreme Court
certified mediators, and the entire program is self-funded!
Adopting competency standards for mediators would provide the public with far more protections than
presently exist in California. For example, some mediators, to give the appearance of being qualified,
use the phrase, "certified" mediator, in their marketing! A certificate of completion is a far cry from a true
professional designation. One has to ask, if these mediators are willing to mislead potential clients, what
might they be willing to do during mediation?
Eliminating malpractice protections for mediators, coupled with competency standards, and combined
with removing attorney malpractice protections would finally provide the safeguards that Californians
deserve. The Commission has spent considerable time and energy on the topics of confidentiality and
mediation malpractice, and thus it would be extremely unfortunate to have so much of your effort only
rectify half of the malpractice problem.
Sincerely,

Nancy
Nancy Neal Yeend
Dispute Management Strategist & Mediator
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SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER BRYAN EGELHOFF
(SEATTLE, WA — 10/18/16)
This lack of loyalty and Feduciary responsibility to the cliant is a travisty of justice.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER BILL BRACHA
(LEWISTOWN, MT — 10/19/16)
I believe family Court is corrupt and miss uses their power to steel our children and
break familys apart for profit. This is sick and morally wrong.

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER WILDA BEZET
(BOGUE CHITTO, MS — 10/20/16)
Corruption in government must be fought. If allowed to continue, it will be the end of
freedom and the greatest country on earth! For the sake of our children, we must fight!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER JOHN MOORE
(MAYER, AZ — 10/21/16)
This unConstitutional evil needs to stop right now!

SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS OF PETITIONER JOHNNY NEWELL
(CHICAGO, IL — 10/21/16)
Because of corruption in court’s law enforcement and any other state officials They
should be jailed with same people these corrupt bastards have swindled
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